Set-up
Instructions
Step 1:

Fill weight bags
with sand or rocks
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Step 4:

Pull sides to extend frame so that bottom horizontal
bars are parallel to the ground and slide locking
mechanism to lock bottom arms in position.

Step 2:

Set frame in upright position and undo Velcro strap

Step 3:

Fold all feet down (4) and lock in position

Step 5:

Pull top horizontal bars up so they are parallel to
the ground and slide locking mechanism to lock
top arms in position.

Step 6:
Move frame to desired location. Set weight bags on the
long feet ( Velcro to Velcro ) and extend sides of frame up
until pins lock in place

Step 7:
Next place screen on the short foot
side of frame. Slide screen pockets
over top corners of the frame
(Image A) and attach the Velcro at
bottom of screen to the Velcro at
bottom of frame (Image B) and
attach Velcro on side of screen to
Velcro on side of frame (Image C).

Image A
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NOTE:
Once assembled, height can be adjusted by pushing the locking pins in on the legs
and lowering the top of frame down. To have the screen fold nicely in the middle ,
make sure that the Velcro strips at mid screen are attached to the Velcro pieces at
mid frame (Image C).

To fold away for storage
Reverse the set up procedure
Note: frame must be in the lowered height position
Slide locking mechanism back on top and bottom arms and secure to attached magnet
Wrap Velcro back around the unit

Image C

Note: when folding the horizontal top and bottom arms for storage make sure the red markings on
top and bottom arms are facing each other.
Place back in carrying bag
For warranty information please visit the website at www.thebreezscreen.com

